Zoll-Dental Instrument Catalog

Zoll-Dental: Innovations In Instruments
Zoll-Dental is the factory-direct source for quality crafted dental hand instruments.
Zoll-Dental also offers a full re-tipping and instrument re-sharpening service. All
Zoll-Dental instruments are made of the highest quality materials in the US,
Germany or Italy (with a few exceptions). Zoll-Dental’s instruments are all hand
checked so they meet our exacting standards and have a full warranty.
Exceptional products like our line of Featherweight® & Z-Soft® handles and our
newest addtions the Zator® and ZP Zator® line along with a great service
program make us certain you’ll love Zoll-Dental!
Toll-Free: 1-800-239-2904
Fax: 847-647-1549 Website: www.zolldental.com
E-Mail: ken@zolldental.com & jeff@zolldental.com
Service Center E-Mail: christian@zolldental.com
**All Prices Contained In This Catalog Are Subject To Change Without Notice
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Our Background
Zoll-Dental began in 1990 when our CEO and founder Karl Zoll left his position as the
director of research and development at the largest US manufacturer of dental instruments.
After almost two years of development the Zoll-Dental line was born. Working on the
strength of designs like our Featherweight® handles, our Z-Soft® handles, our Zator® line
and the commitment to our customers, Zoll-Dental has built a following, one practice at a
time.
Zoll-Dental chose to develop relationships with individual practitioners. By selling direct ZollDental can offer a greater variety of instrument patterns, in a large array of handle styles.
Selling direct also offers us the opportunity of working with the practitioners to help them
find the best instruments for their individual needs, not just try to sell them the best selling
patterns according to market trends.
Zoll-Dental is also able to offer a full service center for all of your instrument repair needs.
Whether it is re-tipping or instrument sharpening Zoll-Dental only offers high-end service for
all of a practice’s instruments. From Prophy on up to Oral Surgery, Zoll-Dental has you
covered.
As a small family-run business Zoll-Dental strives to combine big business selection with a
personal attention to detail. When you call Zoll-Dental you in most cases can reach a
member of the Zoll family. Whether it is for a technical question or just to say hello the
Zoll family is always accessible to our customers.
Take some time to look through our catalog. It is fairly simple and straight forward, all of
our pricing is included inside. No extra price lists or phoning around to different places to
get the best price, everything you need is right here.
Thanks for taking your time to look through our catalog and all of us at Zoll-Dental look
forward to working with you!
Sincerely,
The Zoll family and all of us at Zoll-Dental!

To Order Call: 1 - 800 - 239 - 2904

Or Fax: 1 - 847 - 647 - 1549

